P[recise]{.smallcaps} segregation of genetic material into daughter cells during cell division is vital to ensure viability of future cellular generations. This process is carried out by the mitotic spindle, a highly organized and dynamic microtubule array whose assembly and disassembly is spatially and temporally regulated during the cell cycle ([McIntosh and Koonce 1989](#McIntoshandKoonce1989){ref-type="bib"}; [Mitchison 1989](#Mitchison1989){ref-type="bib"}; [Rieder 1991](#Rieder1991){ref-type="bib"}). Microtubules within the spindle lattice have a defined order that is determined by many factors, including their localized nucleation by centrosomes, the actions of several microtubule associated proteins, and their capture and stabilization by chromosomes ([Kirschner and Mitchison 1986](#KirschnerandMitchison1986){ref-type="bib"}; Inoue and Salmon, 1995; [Hyman and Karsenti 1996](#HymanandKarsenti1996){ref-type="bib"}, [Hyman and Karsenti 1998](#HymanandKarsenti1998){ref-type="bib"}; [Nicklas 1997](#Nicklas1997){ref-type="bib"}; [Waters and Salmon 1997](#WatersandSalmon1997){ref-type="bib"}; [Rieder and Salmon 1998](#RiederandSalmon1998){ref-type="bib"}). Overall, the mitotic spindle is a symmetrical and fusiform structure. Its constituent microtubules are oriented with their minus ends focused at the spindle poles and the plus ends extending outwards, either towards the cell cortex or to the equator of the spindle. Defining how this dynamic protein super assembly is constructed and how it conducts the complex task of chromosome separation will require both the identification of its various components and determination of their specific functions.

To further understand mitotic spindle structure and function, we have focused on microtubule organization at mitotic spindle poles ([Compton 1998](#Compton1998){ref-type="bib"}). In somatic cells, centrosomes act as the dominant site for microtubule nucleation. Duplication of centrosomes occurs in a cell cycle regulated manner, and both the duplication and separation of the centrosomes is essential for establishing two spindle poles and generating a bipolar mitotic spindle ([McIntosh 1983](#McIntosh1983){ref-type="bib"}; [Mazia 1984](#Mazia1984){ref-type="bib"}; [Sluder and Rieder 1985](#SluderandRieder1985){ref-type="bib"}; [Maniotis and Schliwa 1991](#ManiotisandSchliwa1991){ref-type="bib"}; [Zhang and Nicklas 1995](#ZhangandNicklas1995){ref-type="bib"}). However, recent experiments have shown that focusing of microtubule minus ends at spindle poles involves noncentrosomal factors in addition to centrosomes. This fact is borne out by several experimental observations, including electron microscopic analysis illustrating that many spindle microtubules are not anchored to centrosomes ([Rieder 1981](#Rieder1981){ref-type="bib"}; [Nicklas et al. 1982](#Nicklasetal1982){ref-type="bib"}; [Wolf and Bastmeyer 1991](#WolfandBastmeyer1991){ref-type="bib"}; [McDonald et al. 1992](#McDonaldetal1992){ref-type="bib"}; [Mastronarde et al. 1993](#Mastronardeetal1993){ref-type="bib"}), the observation that some cell types assemble spindles in the absence of conventional centrosomes ([Szollosi et al. 1972](#Szollosietal1972){ref-type="bib"}; [Brenner et al. 1977](#Brenneretal1977){ref-type="bib"}; [Keyer et al. 1984](#Keyeretal1984){ref-type="bib"}; [Mazia 1984](#Mazia1984){ref-type="bib"}; [Bastmeyer et al. 1986](#Bastmeyeretal1986){ref-type="bib"}; [Steffen et al. 1986](#Steffenetal1986){ref-type="bib"}; [Theurkauf and Hawley 1992](#TheurkaufandHawley1992){ref-type="bib"}; [Rieder et al. 1993](#Riederetal1993){ref-type="bib"}; [Schatten 1994](#Schatten1994){ref-type="bib"}; [Debec et al. 1995](#Debecetal1995){ref-type="bib"}; [McKim and Hawley 1995](#McKimandHawley1995){ref-type="bib"}; [Vernos and Karsenti 1995](#VernosandKarsenti1995){ref-type="bib"}; [de Saint Phalle and Sullivan 1998](#deSaintPhalleandSullivan1998){ref-type="bib"}), and that microtubule organization at spindle poles requires several noncentrosomal structural and motor proteins ([Verde et al. 1991](#Verdeetal1991){ref-type="bib"}; [Gaglio et al. 1995](#Gaglioetal1995){ref-type="bib"}, [Gaglio et al. 1996](#Gaglioetal1996){ref-type="bib"}, [Gaglio et al. 1997](#Gaglioetal1997){ref-type="bib"}; [Heald et al. 1996](#Healdetal1996){ref-type="bib"}, [Heald et al. 1997](#Healdetal1997){ref-type="bib"}; [Matthies et al. 1996](#Matthiesetal1996){ref-type="bib"}; Walczak et al., 1996, [Walczak et al. 1998](#Walczaketal1998){ref-type="bib"}; [Pallazzo et al. 1999](#Pallazzoetal1999){ref-type="bib"}).

A variety of microtubule motor proteins have been identified as spindle components required for the assembly and/or maintenance of spindle poles. For example, cytoplasmic dynein, a minus end-directed motor, is necessary to efficiently focus microtubule minus ends at spindle poles in a variety of animal systems ([Vaisberg et al. 1993](#Vaisbergetal1993){ref-type="bib"}; [Gaglio et al. 1996](#Gaglioetal1996){ref-type="bib"}, [Gaglio et al. 1997](#Gaglioetal1997){ref-type="bib"}; [Heald et al. 1996](#Healdetal1996){ref-type="bib"}, [Heald et al. 1997](#Healdetal1997){ref-type="bib"}; [Merdes et al. 1996](#Merdesetal1996){ref-type="bib"}; [Pallazzo et al. 1999](#Pallazzoetal1999){ref-type="bib"}). The multiprotein activator of cytoplasmic dynein, dynactin, is also required for spindle pole organization in these systems and cytoplasmic dynein and dynactin appear to act together to both focus microtubule minus ends and to transport the structural protein NuMA to the site of the developing spindle pole ([Echeverri et al. 1996](#Echeverrietal1996){ref-type="bib"}; [Gaglio et al. 1996](#Gaglioetal1996){ref-type="bib"}; [Merdes et al. 1996](#Merdesetal1996){ref-type="bib"}). In addition to the minus end-directed activity of cytoplasmic dynein, the plus end-directed kinesin-like protein, Eg5, has been shown to contribute to spindle pole organization ([Sawin et al. 1992](#Sawinetal1992){ref-type="bib"}; [Heck et al. 1993](#Hecketal1993){ref-type="bib"}; [Blangy et al. 1995](#Blangyetal1995){ref-type="bib"}; [Gaglio et al. 1996](#Gaglioetal1996){ref-type="bib"}; [Wilson et al. 1997](#Wilsonetal1997){ref-type="bib"}). Eg5 is a member of the BimC class of kinesin proteins and forms a homotetrameric, bipolar complex ([Kashina et al. 1996](#Kashinaetal1996){ref-type="bib"}). In the absence of Eg5 activity, microtubule minus ends are inefficiently focused, leading to broad spindle poles, and recent experiments have suggested that Eg5 contributes to spindle organization by cross-linking constituent microtubules ([Sharp et al. 1999a](#Sharpetal1999a){ref-type="bib"}). Thus, spindle pole organization is a complex problem involving multiple oppositely oriented motor activities. We have shown that the minus end-directed motor activity of cytoplasmic dynein acts antagonistically to the plus end-directed motor activity of Eg5 ([Gaglio et al. 1996](#Gaglioetal1996){ref-type="bib"}). To further complicate this process, we also reported that microtubule asters formed efficiently in a cell free system in the complete absence of both Eg5 and cytoplasmic dynein, leading us to the conclusion that a third motor activity was acting to drive aster formation in this system ([Gaglio et al. 1996](#Gaglioetal1996){ref-type="bib"}).

In this paper, we examine the role of the minus end-directed kinesin protein, HSET, in spindle assembly in animal cells and in focusing microtubule asters in HeLa cell mitotic extracts. HSET is the human homologue of the KAR3 family of minus end-directed kinesin-like motors ([Sawin and Endow 1993](#SawinandEndow1993){ref-type="bib"}; [Ando et al. 1994](#Andoetal1994){ref-type="bib"}; [Barton and Goldstein 1996](#BartonandGoldstein1996){ref-type="bib"}; [Khan et al. 1997](#Khanetal1997){ref-type="bib"}; [Nakagawa et al. 1997](#Nakagawaetal1997){ref-type="bib"}; [Hirokawa 1998](#Hirokawa1998){ref-type="bib"}). One of the best studied members of this family is nonclaret disjunctional (ncd)^1^ in *Drosophila melanogaster*. Ncd was first described as a mutation that resulted in chromosome nondisjunction during female meiosis and in early mitotic divisions ([Sturtevant 1929](#Sturtevant1929){ref-type="bib"}; [Lewis and Gencarella 1952](#LewisandGencarella1952){ref-type="bib"}; [Davis 1969](#Davis1969){ref-type="bib"}; [Portin 1978](#Portin1978){ref-type="bib"}; [Nelson and Szauter 1992](#NelsonandSzauter1992){ref-type="bib"}). Further investigation determined that this phenotype was the result of severely disordered spindles in these mutant flies. The ncd mutation leads to spindles with splayed poles that are frequently split into multiple distinct foci, and spurs of microtubules have been observed to project from the main body of these spindles ([Kimble and Church 1983](#KimbleandChurch1983){ref-type="bib"}; [Hatsumi and Endow 1992a](#HatsumiandEndow1992a){ref-type="bib"},[Hatsumi and Endow 1992b](#HatsumiandEndow1992b){ref-type="bib"}; [Endow et al. 1994](#Endowetal1994){ref-type="bib"}; [Endow and Komma 1996](#EndowandKomma1996){ref-type="bib"}, [Endow and Komma 1997](#EndowandKomma1997){ref-type="bib"}). This motor and its homologues are believed to contribute to both the overall structural integrity of the spindle and the efficiency of spindle formation by focusing microtubule minus ends ([Matthies et al. 1996](#Matthiesetal1996){ref-type="bib"}; [Endow and Komma 1996](#EndowandKomma1996){ref-type="bib"}, [Endow and Komma 1997](#EndowandKomma1997){ref-type="bib"}; [Walczak et al. 1997](#Walczaketal1997){ref-type="bib"}), although the precise mechanism of action is unclear. Here we show that HSET localizes between microtubules in the metaphase spindle of human cells, consistent with a cross-linking function. In addition, we show that HSET is essential to establish cohesive poles in mouse meiotic spindles and to generate microtubule asters in vitro, but its role is masked by centrosomes in somatic cells. Finally, we show that the minus end-directed activity of HSET acts antagonistically to the plus end-directed activity of Eg5, both in vitro and in vivo. We propose that these two motor proteins, through cross-linking and oppositely oriented motor activity, generate a well-ordered framework of microtubule bundles within the spindle. This cross-linking activity is important for the overall structural stability of the spindle lattice, although the activity of HSET is dispensable for spindle assembly when centrosomes are present.

Materials and Methods
=====================

Cell Culture
------------

The human HeLa cell line and the monkey CV1 cell line were maintained in DME containing 10% FCS, 2 mM glutamine, 100 iU/ml penicillin, and 0.1 mg/ml streptomycin. The human CF-PAC1 cell line was maintained in Iscoves modified DME containing 10% FCS, 2 mM glutamine, 100 iU/ml penicillin, and 0.1 mg/ml streptomycin. Cells were grown at 37°C in a humidified incubator with a 5% CO~2~ atmosphere.

Antibodies
----------

The HSET-specific antibodies were prepared by immunizing rabbits with recombinant HSET protein expressed in bacteria. A 1365-bp EcoRI fragment from the HSET cDNA ps55 ([Ando et al. 1994](#Andoetal1994){ref-type="bib"}) was ligated into pGEX-5X-3 at the unique EcoRI site in the multicloning site. This construct results in the fusion of the open reading frames for GST and the COOH-terminal 377 amino acids of HSET. The orientation of the HSET sequence was verified by multiple combinatorial restriction digests and the construct transformed into *Escherichia coli* BL21 (Stratagene). Expression of the GST--HSET fusion protein was induced by addition of 1 mM IPTG to a liquid culture. Cells were harvested after 6 h, pelleted by centrifugation at 7,000 rpm at 4°C, resuspended in 10 ml PBS containing protease inhibitors (5 mg/ml chymostatin, leupeptin, antipain, pepstatin, and 100 mg/ml phenylmethylsulphonyl fluoride) and sonicated on ice. The lysed cells were then incubated on ice for 30 min with 1% Triton X-100 and the insoluble debris removed by centrifugation at 11,000 rpm for 15 min at 4°C. The soluble fraction was collected and passed over a column of packed glutathione Sepharose-4B (Pharmacia Biotechnology Inc.). The column was washed twice with PBS to remove any nonbound protein, after which the bound GST--HSET protein was eluted by three successive washes with 10 mM reduced glutathione in 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0. GST--HSET was further purified from the eluate by SDS-PAGE, where the GST--HSET containing band was excised from a polyacrylamide gel, electroeluted from the gel, dialyzed against water, lyophilized, and resuspended in PBS. This pure GST--HSET fraction was used to immunize two rabbits, which produced two similar HSET specific antibodies, HSET-1 and HSET-2.

The remaining antibodies used in these experiments were as follows. αCTP-2, raised against the COOH-terminal tail of XCTK2 ([Walczak et al. 1997](#Walczaketal1997){ref-type="bib"}), was generously donated by Claire Walczak (University of Indiana, Bloomington, IN). NuMA was detected with the rabbit polyclonal antibody ([Gaglio et al. 1995](#Gaglioetal1995){ref-type="bib"}). Tubulin was detected using the mAb DM1α (Sigma Chemical Co.). Eg5 was detected using a rabbit polyclonal antibody raised against the central rod domain, expressed as clone M4F ([Whitehead and Rattner 1998](#WhiteheadandRattner1998){ref-type="bib"}). Cytoplasmic dynein was detected using a mAb specific for IC74 intermediate chain (mAb 70.1; [Steuer et al. 1991](#Steueretal1991){ref-type="bib"}). Finally, γ-tubulin was detected using a mouse mAb (Sigma Chemical Co.).

Indirect Immunofluorescence
---------------------------

Indirect immunofluorescence microscopy was performed on cultured cells by immersion in microtubule stabilization buffer (MTSB; 4 M glycerol, 100 mM Pipes, pH 6.9, 1 mM EGTA, and 5 mM MgCl~2~) for 1 min at room temperature, extraction in MTSB + 0.5% Triton X-100 for 2 min, followed by MTSB for 2 min. Cells were then fixed in −20°C methanol for 10 min. Indirect immunofluorescence microscopy on mitotic asters assembled in the cell free mitotic extract was performed by dilution of 5 μl of the extract into 25 μl of KHM buffer (78 mM KCl, 50 mM Hepes, pH 7.0, 4 mM MgCl~2~, 2 mM EGTA, 1 mM DTT; [Burke and Gerace 1986](#BurkeandGerace1986){ref-type="bib"}). The diluted sample was then spotted onto a poly-[l]{.smallcaps}-lysine--coated glass coverslip and fixed by immersion in −20°C methanol. Both the fixed cells and mitotic asters were rehydrated in TBS (10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl) containing 1% albumin and all antibody incubations and washes were performed in TBS + 1% albumin. Each primary antibody was incubated on the coverslip for 30 min, followed by 5 min washes in TBS + 1% albumin, and the bound antibodies were detected using either fluorescein- or Texas red-conjugated species-specific secondary antibodies at dilutions of 1:500 (Vector Labs, Inc.). The DNA was detected using DAPI (4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole) at 0.4 μg/ml (Sigma Chemical Co.). After a final wash, the coverslips were mounted in Vectashield FITC-guard mounting medium (Vector Labs, Inc.) and observed on a Nikon Optiphot microscope equipped for epifluorescence.

Mouse oocytes were permeabilized, fixed, and processed for the immunocytochemical detection of spindle components as described previously ([Simerly and Schatten 1993](#SimerlyandSchatten1993){ref-type="bib"}). Cells were labeled with a fluorescein-conjugated secondary antibody to identify the injected antibody, antitubulin, followed by a rhodamine-conjugated secondary antibody and 5 μg/ml Hoechst 33342 for fluorescence DNA localization. Epifluorescent microscopy and photography were performed on a Zeiss Axiophot equipped with appropriate filters for all three fluorochromes.

Immunoblotting
--------------

Cultured cells or proteins from the mitotic extracts were solubilized directly with SDS-PAGE sample buffer. The proteins were then separated by size using SDS-PAGE ([Laemmli 1970](#Laemmli1970){ref-type="bib"}), and transferred to PVDF membrane (Millipore Corp.). The membranes were blocked in TBS containing 5% nonfat milk for 30 min at room temperature, and the primary antibody incubated for 6 h at room temperature in TBS containing 1% nonfat milk. Nonbound primary antibody was removed by washing five times for 3 min each in TBS, and the bound antibody was detected using either HRP-conjugated Protein A or HRP-conjugated goat anti--mouse (Bio-Rad Co.). The nonbound secondary reagent was removed by washing five times for 3 min each in TBS, and the signal detected using enhanced chemiluminescence (Nycomed Amersham Inc.).

Electron Microscopy
-------------------

To localize HSET by immunogold EM on mitotic spindles in cultured CF-PAC1 cells, the cells were grown on photo-etched alphanumeric glass coverslips (Bellco Glass Co.). The position of mitotic cells was determined by phase-contrast microscopy and noted for subsequent selection for examination by EM. Cells were rinsed in MTSB for 1 min at room temperature, extracted in MTSB + 2% Triton X-100 for 5 min, followed by MTSB for 2 min. Cells on the coverslips were then fixed in 1% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M Na-cacodylate buffer for 30 min. Detergent extraction of cells before fixation was necessary to remove soluble cytosolic components from cells which obscure visualization of HSET on the spindle. This extraction procedure was not deleterious to spindle structure as judged by the presence of interpolar, kinetochore, and astral microtubules. After fixation, the coverslips were washed twice for 15 min each in 0.1 M Na-cacodylate buffer, twice for 15 min each in PBS, three times for 15 min each in 0.5 mg/ml NaBH~4~, twice for 5 min each in PBS+1% BSA, and finally, once in TBS+1% BSA for 10 min. The anti-HSET rabbit polyclonal IgG was then added at a concentration of 0.13 mg/ml in TBS+1% BSA and incubated for 1 h. The coverslip was then washed with TBS+1% BSA, and incubated for 4 h with a 1/50 dilution of goat anti--rabbit FAb fragments conjugated with 3-nm gold particles (Nanoprobes Inc.) in TBS+1% BSA. The sample was then washed once with TBS+1% BSA, once in 0.1 M Na- cacodylate buffer, and fixed with 2% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M Na cacodylate. After final fixation, the cells were rinsed in 0.1 M Na-cacodylate buffer, postfixed with 1% OsO~4~ in 0.1 M Na-cacodylate buffer for 30 min at room temperature, and en-bloc stained in 2% aqueous uranyl acetate. Cells were dehydrated through a graded series of ethanols and propylene oxide, and flat-embedded in epon (LX112)/araldite (502). The glass coverslip was removed by etching in cold concentrated hydrofluoric acid as described by [Moore 1975](#Moore1975){ref-type="bib"} and [Rieder and Bowser 1987](#RiederandBowser1987){ref-type="bib"}. The area containing the mitotic cells that were previously selected by phase-contrast microscopy was identified with the help of a dissecting microscope, cut out of the flat-embedded rectangle, and remounted onto epoxy blanks. 120--150-nm sections were prepared and stained with 2% uranyl acetate for 45 min at 50°C.

We specifically chose 3-nm gold-conjugated FAb fragments as the secondary reagent for all immuno-EM. These small gold particles are at or near the resolution limit for detection in EM, but were essential for optimal penetration of the dense microtubule structures, and to avoid silver enhancement techniques. This allowed us to fix the specimens with osmium tetroxide, which was important in revealing the electron dense material associated with the spindle microtubules. All electron micrographs were taken at 80 or 100 kV on a JEOL 100CX.

Preparation and Immunodepletion of Mitotic Extracts
---------------------------------------------------

Mitotic extracts from HeLa cells were prepared according to [Gaglio et al. 1995](#Gaglioetal1995){ref-type="bib"}. HeLa cells were synchronized in the cell cycle by double block with 2 mM thymidine. After release from thymidine block, the cells were allowed to grow for 6 h and then nocodazole was added to a final concentration of 40 ng/ml. The mitotic cells that accumulated over the next 4 h were collected by mitotic shake-off and incubated for 30 min at 37°C with 20 μg/ml cytochalasin B. The cells were then collected by centrifugation at 1,500 rpm and washed twice with cold PBS containing 20 μg/ml cytochalasin B. Cells were washed one last time in cold KHM buffer containing 20 μg/ml cytochalasin B, and finally Dounce homogenized (tight pestle) at a concentration of ∼3 × 10^7^ cells/ml in KHM buffer containing 20 μg/ml cytochalasin B, 20 μg/ml phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride, and 1 μg/ml each of chymostatin, leupeptin, antipain, and pepstatin. The crude cell extract was then subjected to sedimentation at 100,000 *g* for 15 min at 4°C. The supernatant was recovered and supplemented with 2.5 mM ATP (prepared as Mg^2+^ salts in KHM buffer) and 10 μM taxol, and the mitotic asters were stimulated to assemble by incubation at 30°C for 30 min. After incubation, the samples were processed for indirect immunofluorescence microscopy as described above, and the remainder of the extract containing the assembled mitotic asters was subjected to sedimentation at 10,000 *g* for 15 min at 4°C. The supernatant and pellet fractions were both recovered and solubilized in SDS-PAGE sample buffer for immunoblot analysis.

In all experiments, HSET was perturbed by addition of the HSET-1 antibody at a final concentration of 0.1 mg/ml. Immunodepletions from the extract before aster assembly were carried out using 100 μg of anti-Eg5 affinity-purified rabbit polyclonal IgG, or mAb 70.1, which is specific for the IC74 intermediate chain of cytoplasmic dynein. Each antibody was adsorbed onto ∼25μl of either protein A-conjugated agarose or protein G-conjugated agarose (Boehringer Mannheim, Corp.). The 70.1 mAb against cytoplasmic dynein intermediate chain was coupled to protein A-conjugated agarose using goat anti-murine IgM-specific antibody (Vector Labs, Inc.). The antibody-coupled agarose was washed in KHM buffer and then packed by centrifugation to remove the excess fluid. Efficient depletion of the target protein was routinely achieved by sequential depletion reactions in which the total quantity of packed agarose did not exceed 40 μl per 100 μl of extract. First, half of the antibody-coupled agarose was resuspended with the mitotic extract and incubated with agitation for 1 h at 4°C. After this incubation, the agarose was removed from the extract by sedimentation at 15,000 *g* for 10 s and saved. Next, the extract was recovered and used to resuspend the other half of the antibody-coupled agarose and another incubation performed with agitation for 1 h at 4°C. After this incubation, the agarose was removed by sedimentation at 15,000 *g* for 10 s and pooled with the agarose pellet from the initial depletion reaction. In all cases, immunoblot analysis indicates that this depletion protocol results in ∼100% efficient depletion of the target protein in experiments both where only one protein was depleted and when more than one protein was depleted (see Results). The depleted extract was recovered and microtubule polymerization induced by the addition of taxol, ATP, and incubation at 30°C for 30 min. Each depletion experiment was performed at least three times and in all cases the data shown are representative of the microtubule structures we observed.

Microinjection
--------------

CF-PAC1 or HeLa cells growing on photo-etched alphanumeric glass coverslips (Bellco Glass Co.) were microinjected following the procedures of [Compton and Cleveland 1993](#ComptonandCleveland1993){ref-type="bib"}, and [Capecchi 1980](#Capecchi1980){ref-type="bib"}. For the antibody microinjection experiments, interphase cells were microinjected in the cytoplasm with either a preimmune IgG or the immune IgG, and monitored by phase-contrast microscopy as they progressed into mitosis. αHSET-1, αEg5, and the rabbit preimmune IgG\'s were concentrated in 10 mM KPO~4~, 100 mM KCl, pH 7.0, at concentrations of 10 mg/ml (αHSET-1 and preimmune) and 1--2 mg/ml αEg5. After injection, cells were followed until they entered mitosis and then processed for immunofluorescence microscopy as detailed in the text.

Mouse oocytes were obtained as described in [Simerly et al. 1990](#Simerlyetal1990){ref-type="bib"}. Immature oocytes from outbred IRC mice (Sprague-Dawley) were collected from minced ovaries and the cumulus cells were removed by pipetting. Fully grown oocytes were maintained in a modified Tyrode\'s solution (TALP; [Bavister 1989](#Bavister1989){ref-type="bib"}) with 100 μg/ml dibutyryl cAMP (dbcAMP; Sigma Chemical Co.) to arrest spontaneous development ([Wasserman et al. 1976](#Wassermanetal1976){ref-type="bib"}). Meiotic maturation was initiated once the derivatized AMP was removed by rinsing in culture medium. Micropipettes were front-loaded with antibody from a small droplet under mineral oil juxtaposed to the culture medium containing the oocytes. Microinjection was performed by puncturing zona-intact oocytes with a 1-μm beveled micropipette (Sutter Instruments), sucking in a small amount of cytoplasm, and expelling the antibody and cytoplasm ([Uehara and Yanagimachi 1976](#UeharaandYanagimachi1976){ref-type="bib"}; [Thadani 1980](#Thadani1980){ref-type="bib"}). Antibody concentrations used were as described, and ∼5% of the egg volume was microinjected with either preimmune or immune IgGs.

Results
=======

To investigate the role of the minus end-directed kinesin-related protein, HSET, in mitotic spindle assembly in mammalian cells, we raised polyclonal antibodies against the COOH-terminal 377 amino acids of the protein. This segment of HSET was expressed as a GST fusion protein, purified by affinity chromatography as described in Materials and Methods, and used to immunize two rabbits. Both rabbits responded similarly to immunization and immunoblot analysis against total HeLa cell protein, showing that these antibodies, αHSET-1 ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) and αHSET-2 (data not shown), specifically recognized two proteins with equal intensity at 80 and 75 kD. The 80-kD protein identified by our antibodies comigrated with the protein identified by αCTP-2, an antibody raised against the COOH-terminal 11 amino acids (CVIGTARANRK) of XCTK-2, the *Xenopus laevis* HSET homologue ([Walczak et al. 1997](#Walczaketal1997){ref-type="bib"}). Two lines of evidence indicate that the two proteins identified by our antibodies are different isoforms of HSET. First, we have immunoprecipitated sufficient quantities of each protein from a HeLa cell extract to obtain peptide sequence using mass spectrometry. We obtained 12 amino acid peptide sequences from both proteins that were 100% identical to the published HSET sequence. Second, searches of the EST database reveal two classes of HSET cDNAs. The segments of the HSET protein encoded by the two classes of HSET cDNAs are identical, except for the predicted COOH-terminal amino acids. The predicted protein sequence derived from one class of cDNA terminates in the sequence RLPPVSLVRTRGWL, whereas the predicted protein sequence from the other class of cDNA terminates in the sequence NQCVIGTAQANRK. This is consistent with the immunoblot showing that the αCTP-2 antibody is specific for only one of the two isoforms ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The genomic organization of the HSET locus recently reported by [Janitz et al. 1999](#Janitzetal1999){ref-type="bib"} accounts for only one isoform that terminates in the sequence NQCVIGTAQANRK. Further inspection of the genomic sequence reveals that the COOH terminus of the other isoform is encoded on a distinct exon. We have labeled the 80-kD form HSET-H, and the 75-kD form HSET-L, and with a few specific exceptions as noted, we refer to these proteins collectively as HSET throughout this manuscript. We are currently investigating how the two isoforms are produced and if they differ in any specific functional properties.

HSET Cross-links Microtubules within the Mitotic Spindle
--------------------------------------------------------

To localize HSET at high resolution within the mitotic spindle, we performed immunogold EM of human CF-PAC1 cells at metaphase. The protocol we have developed involves extraction with a microtubule stabilizing buffer, followed by fixation with glutaraldehyde. This process removes the soluble components of the cells, allowing good penetration of the antibodies, but preserves spindle structure including astral microtubules, centrosomes/centrioles, kinetochore fibers, and chromosomes ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} A). Immunofluorescence microscopy showed that HSET localization on the spindle was not detectably different between cells extracted before or after fixation, indicating that its localization was not altered by extraction (data not shown). Using this technique, we obtained good labeling within the metaphase spindle counting 768 gold particles in sections through the long (pole to pole) axis of the half spindle of four different mitotic cells. This labeling was specific because \>90% of the gold particles were spindle associated ([Table](#T1){ref-type="table"}) and no gold labeling was observed when the αHSET-1 antibody was replaced with preimmune antibody (data not shown).

We quantified the localization of the gold particles obtained by staining for HSET in two ways. First, we divided the half spindle into 1-μm sections perpendicular to the long axis of the spindle. We then counted the number of gold particles and microtubules in each of these sections ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} E). The average number of microtubules per section is relatively constant, although there are fewer microtubules nearest the centrosome, consistent with previous work (e.g., [Brinkley and Cartwright 1971](#BrinkleyandCartwright1971){ref-type="bib"}). The average number of gold particles was also relatively constant, although there are fewer gold particles near the pole. These data indicate that HSET is concentrated within the main body of the half spindle and contrasts sharply with the concentration of NuMA at the spindle pole that we observed previously, using a similar technique ([Dionne et al. 1999](#Dionneetal1999){ref-type="bib"}).

Second, we quantified the position of each individual gold particle relative to the microtubules ([Table](#T1){ref-type="table"}). More than 82% of the gold particles were localized within the main body of the spindle with \<18% being either not spindle-associated or associated with the astral microtubules. Nearly half of all the gold particles were found to be located between adjacent microtubules ([Table](#T1){ref-type="table"} and [Fig. 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [Fig. C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Individual gold particles can be seen in the high magnification images in [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} B and C, with HSET\'s association with spindle microtubules most clearly depicted in [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} C. This image shows an uninterrupted length of a pair of microtubules that have several gold particles in the intermicrotubule space. Many of the microtubules labeled for HSET terminate within a mass of chromatin ([Fig. 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [Fig. C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}; black star) or at a kinetochore ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} D, arrow). This indicated that the microtubule polymers in those specific images are oriented parallel to one another with respect to their plus and minus ends. Thus, while our data do not address if HSET localized between antiparallel microtubules, they show that a fraction of HSET is localized between parallel microtubules within the spindle during metaphase. These results, in combination with various in vitro data showing that members of this class of kinesin-related protein have two (or more) microtubule binding domains and are capable of bundling microtubules ([McDonald et al. 1990](#McDonaldetal1990){ref-type="bib"}; [Meluh and Rose 1990](#MeluhandRose1990){ref-type="bib"}; [Chandra et al. 1993](#Chandraetal1993){ref-type="bib"}; [Kuriyama et al. 1995](#Kuriyamaetal1995){ref-type="bib"}; [Sharp et al. 1997](#Sharpetal1997){ref-type="bib"}; [Walczak et al. 1997](#Walczaketal1997){ref-type="bib"}; [Karabay and Walker 1999](#KarabayandWalker1999){ref-type="bib"}), suggest that HSET plays a role in cross-linking microtubules within the mammalian metaphase spindle.

Centrosomes Mask HSET Activity during Mitosis in Living Cells
-------------------------------------------------------------

To determine if the HSET-specific antibodies were capable of disrupting mitotic spindle assembly in living cells, we microinjected αHSET-1 into both HeLa and CF-PAC1 cells. Injected cells were then monitored as they progressed through the cell cycle, fixed, and processed for immunofluorescence either in mitosis or after mitosis was completed. The fixed cells were stained for tubulin and for the injected rabbit antibody. Immunofluorescence analysis of 41 mitotic cells showed that 26 had normal bipolar mitotic spindles. The remaining 15 mitotic cells appeared to have abnormal spindles (data not shown), however, the abnormality was subtle in that the spindles were somewhat barrel-shaped with slightly broader poles than usual. This abnormality did not impede normal transit through mitosis, since 100% (32 out of 32) of αHSET-1--injected cells completed mitosis and formed typical pairs of G1 cells within a typical one hour time frame. This efficiency was similar to values obtained with the preimmune control antibody, where ∼90% of injected cells completed mitosis normally (*n* = 18). These results suggest that either our antibody is not effective at perturbing HSET function in vivo or that inhibition of HSET has no severely deleterious effect on spindle morphology or function in vivo.

Previous work on this class of kinesin-related motor had shown it to be involved in meiotic spindle assembly and function ([Lewis and Gencarella 1952](#LewisandGencarella1952){ref-type="bib"}; [Davis 1969](#Davis1969){ref-type="bib"}; [Endow and Komma 1996](#EndowandKomma1996){ref-type="bib"}, [Endow and Komma 1997](#EndowandKomma1997){ref-type="bib"}; [Matthies et al. 1996](#Matthiesetal1996){ref-type="bib"}). To test if perturbation of HSET function blocked meiotic spindle assembly and function in mammalian cells, we injected αHSET-1 antibodies into mouse oocytes ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Immunoblot analysis of total protein from mouse oocytes showed that HSET-H is the predominant isoform in these cells, and that our antibodies were specific for HSET-H in this cell type (data not shown). The oocytes were injected at the germinal vesicle stage and allowed to mature for 16 h, after which metaphase II arrest would normally occur. Injected oocytes were then processed for indirect immunofluorescence where we stained for chromatin, tubulin, and the injected antibody. In mock-injected oocytes, which completed meiosis and arrested at metaphase II, the meiotic spindles were typically barrel-shaped with broad poles and few astral microtubules. Eg5 localized strongly to the spindle poles of these cells ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} A) and HSET localized along the length of the body of the spindle (data not shown). There were also numerous cytoplasmic asters (cytasters) scattered throughout the cytoplasm ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} A, arrows), but these did not immunostain for HSET or Eg5. Mock injection of oocytes did not affect the progression of meiosis, as ∼70% of cells proceeded through meiosis and arrested at metaphase II within the expected time frame ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} E). Oocytes injected with αHSET-1 also progressed through meiosis in the expected time frame, with \>70% of αHSET-1--injected oocytes eliciting a first polar body and arresting at metaphase II ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} E). Oocytes injected with αHSET-1 and fixed during the first meiotic metaphase showed bipolar spindles in the center of the cell with spindle poles that were broader than in control cells ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} B). HSET was observed throughout the length of the spindle, as well as in small aggregates near the microtubule minus ends ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} B; arrowheads). The morphology of metaphase II spindles in αHSET-1--injected oocytes, however, was dramatically disrupted compared with either mock-injected cells or metaphase I spindles ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} C). The spindle poles were splayed, microtubule minus ends appeared to have lost cohesion, and overall, the spindles had lost bipolarity ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} C). In these injected cells, HSET was predominately localized in small aggregates near the microtubule minus ends ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} C, arrowheads). To verify that antibody injection was capable of blocking meiosis before metaphase II arrest, we injected antibodies specific to the motor Eg5. Injection of Eg5 antibodies into germinal vesicle stage oocytes blocked the formation of the first bipolar meiotic spindle, with \>90% of cells arresting at prometaphase I ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} E). In these cells, an astral array of microtubules was assembled around the condensed maternal chromosomes ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} D). Therefore, perturbation of Eg5 function blocked the maturation of oocytes at meiosis I. In contrast, perturbation of HSET, while causing obvious defects in the structure of the metaphase I spindle, did not block progression of meiosis until metaphase II. Collectively, these data show that HSET is important for the formation of spindle poles in mammalian oocytes, although the loss of HSET activity was more deleterious to cells in metaphase II than metaphase I of meiosis.

The results of these experiments indicate that our antibodies were capable of perturbing meiotic spindle assembly in mouse oocytes, but that they did not alter the normal assembly and function of the mitotic spindle in cultured cells. Mouse oocytes assemble spindles in the absence of conventional centrosomes ([Szollosi et al. 1972](#Szollosietal1972){ref-type="bib"}), and we suspected that centrosomes provide additional structural stability to microtubule minus ends at spindle poles that masked any deleterious effect when HSET motor activity was inhibited in cultured cells. To test this hypothesis, we microinjected HSET-specific antibodies into cultured cells and treated those cells with taxol to induce microtubule aster formation. We reasoned that, if centrosomes stabilize the spindle so that HSET function was nonessential, then microtubule asters induced with taxol (many of which lack centrosomes) should be disrupted by our antibodies. For this experiment, we microinjected cells with either the preimmune antibody (control) or αHSET-1, treated the cells with 10 μM taxol, fixed, and processed the cells for immunofluorescence after they entered mitosis ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). We stained these cells with antibodies specific for tubulin and NuMA to highlight aster morphology. In cells injected with the preimmune antibody, multiple microtubule asters (13.7 ± 2.6 asters/cell, *n* = 10) were observed scattered throughout the cell cytoplasm ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, control). Each of these asters had NuMA concentrated at the core, consistent with taxol-induced asters in uninjected cells, indicating that mitotic aster formation was unaffected by microinjection. In contrast, cells injected with αHSET-1 display disorganized microtubule bundles extending throughout the cell cytoplasm, and only a few mitotic asters (1.5 ± 1.3 asters/cell, *n* = 10) after taxol treatment ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, HSET). NuMA associated with both the asters and the microtubule bundles in these cells, and staining with a human centrosome-specific autoimmune serum (courtesy of J.B. Rattner, University of Calgary, Calgary, Alberta, Canada) verified that each aster observed in these cells contained a centrosome (data not shown). Thus, HSET is essential for meiotic spindle assembly under acentrosomal conditions, but HSET is not essential for spindle assembly in cultured cells because any functional role that it plays is covered by the presence of centrosomes.

HSET and Eg5 Act Antagonistically during the Assembly of Microtubule Asters In Vitro and Mitotic Spindles In Vivo
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Previously, we have shown that microtubules induced to polymerize with taxol in extracts prepared from mitotic HeLa cells organize into aster-like arrays ([Gaglio et al. 1995](#Gaglioetal1995){ref-type="bib"}). The organization of microtubule asters in this system requires the motor activity of cytoplasmic dynein and Eg5, and we proposed that a third motor activity was involved, based on the fact that microtubule asters formed in the complete absence of both cytoplasmic dynein and Eg5 ([Gaglio et al. 1996](#Gaglioetal1996){ref-type="bib"}). To determine if HSET has a functional role in organizing microtubule asters in this system, we used our antibodies to specifically perturb HSET activity. Initially, we attempted this by immunodepletion using HSET-specific antibodies. Unfortunately, for reasons that we do not understand, our antibodies maximally depleted only 30% of HSET. This was true regardless of the quantity of antibody used (up to 1 mg). In lieu of immunodepletion, we perturbed the function of HSET by adding our antibodies to the extract. Addition of the preimmune antibody (0.1 mg/ml final concentration) had no effect on the organization of microtubules into asters or on the concentration of NuMA at the aster cores ([Fig. 5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and [Fig. C](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, addition of αHSET-1 (0.1 mg/ml final concentration) to the mitotic extract before or after the induction of microtubule asters blocked the formation of organized aster-like structures. Under these conditions, microtubules were not well-organized and were loosely aggregated in large, disorganized arrays with NuMA diffusely distributed throughout the microtubule aggregates ([Fig. 5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and [Fig. D](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). In addition to these morphological analyses, we separated the mitotic extract into soluble and insoluble fractions and examined the behavior of known aster components by immunoblot analysis ([Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} E). These blots showed HSET to be a bona fide aster component because a small percentage of HSET-L consistently associated with the insoluble aster-containing fraction. These blots also show that there was no difference in the efficiency with which any of the known aster components associate with the soluble or aster-containing insoluble fractions in the presence of αHSET-1. Thus, consistent with the data of [Walczak et al. 1997](#Walczaketal1997){ref-type="bib"} showing that XCTK2 is required for spindle assembly in vitro using extracts prepared from frog eggs, HSET is a component of microtubule asters assembled in this cell free system, and is required for both the formation and maintenance of aster-like arrays.

To determine how HSET, cytoplasmic dynein, and Eg5 coordinate microtubule aster formation in this system, we used specific antibodies to perturb the function of each motor individually, as well as to perturb the function of every possible combination of two motors, and all three motors together ([Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). In this experiment, antibodies specific for Eg5 and cytoplasmic dynein were used to deplete those proteins from the mitotic extract, either alone or simultaneously. These depleted extracts, as well as a control extract, were then supplemented with either a preimmune antibody ([Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, control) or αHSET-1 ([Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, +HSET Ab). Microtubule assembly was then induced with taxol, and the resulting structures were fixed and processed for immunofluorescence microscopy using antibodies specific for tubulin and NuMA. The extracts were also separated into soluble, insoluble, and immune pellet fractions, and the behavior of HSET, Eg5, and cytoplasmic dynein within these fractions determined by immunoblot ([Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} I). These immunoblots show that both dynein and Eg5 were depleted to ∼100% in each case. These blots also show that none of these motors coimmunoprecipitated with any of the other motors, consistent with our previously published results ([Gaglio et al. 1996](#Gaglioetal1996){ref-type="bib"}). Finally, the immunoblots show that neither the removal of Eg5 and cytoplasmic dynein, nor the addition of αHSET-1, had a detectable effect on the efficiency with which the other motors ([Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} I) or NuMA and dynactin (data not shown) associated with the insoluble microtubule pellet fraction.

As shown previously, addition of preimmune antibody to the extract had no effect on aster assembly, but addition of αHSET-1 prevented the assembly of mitotic asters ([Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and [Fig. 6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"} and [Fig. B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Depletion of Eg5 resulted in microtubule asters that were less tightly focused than the controls ([Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} C; [Gaglio et al. 1996](#Gaglioetal1996){ref-type="bib"}). The central core of asters assembled in the Eg5 depleted extract (4.5 ± 0.3 μm, *n* = 12) were also expanded, relative to the central core of asters in the control extract (2.3 ± 0.4 μm, *n* = 12), as judged by staining for NuMA. Addition of αHSET-1 to an Eg5 depleted extract resulted in microtubule asters that greatly resemble asters formed under control conditions (compare [Fig. 6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"} and [Fig. D](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Asters formed in the absence of Eg5 and the presence of αHSET-1 were tightly focused, with NuMA well-concentrated at the central core (2.5 ± 0.4 μm, *n* = 12). This result shows that, while addition of αHSET-1 alone prevented microtubule aster formation ([Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} B and 5), the HSET antibody did not block aster formation if Eg5 was absent ([Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} D). This result is consistent with the view that microtubule aster formation in this system requires a balance of forces ([Gaglio et al. 1996](#Gaglioetal1996){ref-type="bib"}). When HSET alone is perturbed, the balance of forces is upset so that asters cannot form. Microtubule aster formation can be restored under conditions where HSET is perturbed if the balance of forces is equilibrated by also removing the motor activity of Eg5. This result indicates that the minus end-directed activity of HSET antagonizes the plus end-directed activity of Eg5 during microtubule aster assembly in this system.

We next tested the effect on microtubule aster assembly if both minus end-directed motors were perturbed. In the absence of cytoplasmic dynein, microtubules fail to organize into aster-like arrays and were randomly dispersed with NuMA distributed along the length of many of the microtubule polymers ([Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} E; [Gaglio et al. 1996](#Gaglioetal1996){ref-type="bib"}). Addition of αHSET-1 to the cytoplasmic dynein depleted extract yielded no microtubule asters and only random microtubule distributions ([Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} F). These results show that microtubule asters fail to form in the absence of HSET alone, cytoplasmic dynein alone, or both HSET and cytoplasmic dynein.

The data presented in [Fig. 6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"} and [Fig. D](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, indicate that the activities of HSET and Eg5 act antagonistically in driving microtubule aster formation in this system. This antagonism is similar to the relationship that we showed previously for cytoplasmic dynein and Eg5 ([Gaglio et al. 1996](#Gaglioetal1996){ref-type="bib"}), which is reproduced here in [Fig. 6E](#F6){ref-type="fig"} and [Fig. G](#F6){ref-type="fig"}. These results show that both of these two minus end-directed motors antagonize Eg5 during microtubule aster formation. However, these results do not discriminate between the possibilities that these two motors act together to antagonize Eg5, or that these two motors act independently, with each antagonizing Eg5. To distinguish between these possibilities, we perturbed the function of all three of these motors, reasoning that if these two minus end-directed motors act together, then the perturbation of both minus end motors in an Eg5 depleted extract should yield results similar to the perturbation of either minus end-directed motor alone in an Eg5 depleted extract (i.e., mitotic asters should form). The results of perturbing HSET in a cytoplasmic dynein and Eg5 depleted extract show that aster-like arrays did not form, and that the microtubules were randomly dispersed ([Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} H). The lack of microtubule aster formation in the absence of all three motors is in stark contrast to the microtubule asters that form in the absence of either Eg5 and HSET ([Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} D) or Eg5 and cytoplasmic dynein ([Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} G). This demonstrates that these two motors act independently of each other in antagonizing Eg5 activity in this system.

We estimated the microtubule aster forming capacity of the mitotic extracts during these various depletion experiments by counting the total number of microtubule asters in 20 randomly selected microscope fields ([Fig. 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). These counts demonstrate that the microtubule aster forming capacity of the extracts depleted for Eg5, Eg5 and cytoplasmic dynein, or Eg5 with the addition of the HSET antibody were comparable to that of a control extract. On the other hand, if the extract was depleted of cytoplasmic dynein, or if the HSET antibody was added to the extract alone, extract depleted of cytoplasmic dynein, or extract depleted of both cytoplasmic dynein and Eg5, then virtually no microtubule asters were observed. Thus, the images shown in [Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} are representative of the populations of microtubule structures observed under each condition tested.

Collectively, the results from the experiments presented in [Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} and [Fig. 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"} lead to three conclusions. First, the minus end-directed activity of HSET opposes the plus end-directed activity of Eg5 in a way that is similar to the opposition between cytoplasmic dynein and Eg5. Second, the minus end-directed activities of HSET and cytoplasmic dynein oppose the plus end-directed activity of Eg5 independently of each other. Third, although we cannot rule out a minor role played by other motors, the lack of microtubule organization in the absence of all three of these motors indicates that HSET, Eg5, and cytoplasmic dynein are most likely the primary motors responsible for building microtubule asters in this system.

Finally, we tested if HSET functionally opposes Eg5 activity in vivo. For this experiment, we microinjected human CF-PAC1 cells with either antibodies specific for Eg5 or a combination of HSET antibodies and Eg5 antibodies. We monitored the injected cells and fixed and processed them for indirect immunofluorescence using antibodies specific for γ-tubulin to detect centrosomes and for the injected rabbit antibody. Cells injected with the Eg5 antibody alone formed monopolar spindles and arrested in mitosis ([Fig. 8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}, αEg5; [Blangy et al. 1995](#Blangyetal1995){ref-type="bib"}; [Gaglio et al. 1996](#Gaglioetal1996){ref-type="bib"}). More than 75% of Eg5-injected cells had centrosomes that had not separated to any measurable degree ([Table](#T2){ref-type="table"}). In contrast, \>68% of cells injected with both HSET and Eg5 antibodies displayed separated centrosomes ([Table](#T2){ref-type="table"}). Many of the double injected cells did not have a symmetric spindle at the time of fixation, as judged by the lack of a well-organized metaphase plate ([Fig. 8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}, middle) or the location of both centrosomes on the same side of the chromosomes. The centrosomes in these cells were clearly separated, but were frequently in different focal planes within the cell, which accounts for the variable intensity of each centrosome shown in [Fig. 8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}. In some instances, symmetric, bipolar spindles formed under these conditions ([Fig. 8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}, αEg5/αHSET, and [Table](#T2){ref-type="table"}), and we observed a small fraction of cells (4%) complete mitosis normally, forming pairs of G1 cells with recognizable midbodies (data not shown). These results show a statistically significant (x^2^ = 50.19, *P* ≤ 0.0001) increase in centrosome separation in cells injected with antibodies to both HSET and Eg5, compared with cells injected with Eg5 antibodies only. Thus, with respect to centrosome separation, these data indicate that HSET and Eg5 oppose each other in vivo. Furthermore, these results indicate that centrosome separation can proceed under conditions where Eg5 function is blocked.

Discussion
==========

Previous examination of mitotic spindles in cultured cells by EM has revealed a significant amount of bundling among spindle microtubules ([Brinkley and Cartwright 1971](#BrinkleyandCartwright1971){ref-type="bib"}; [McIntosh 1974](#McIntosh1974){ref-type="bib"}; [Rieder 1981](#Rieder1981){ref-type="bib"}, [Rieder 1982](#Rieder1982){ref-type="bib"}; [McDonald et al. 1992](#McDonaldetal1992){ref-type="bib"}; [Mastronarde et al. 1993](#Mastronardeetal1993){ref-type="bib"}). Also, numerous articles in the literature have reported the visualization of structures cross-linking microtubules in spindles ([Wilson 1969](#Wilson1969){ref-type="bib"}; [Hepler et al. 1970](#Hepleretal1970){ref-type="bib"}; [Brinkley and Cartwright 1971](#BrinkleyandCartwright1971){ref-type="bib"}; [McIntosh 1974](#McIntosh1974){ref-type="bib"}; [Rieder and Bajer 1977](#RiederandBajer1977){ref-type="bib"}; [Witt et al. 1981](#Wittetal1981){ref-type="bib"}). Consistent with these early descriptive reports, we show here that the kinesin-related protein, HSET, is distributed throughout the main body of the spindle and localizes between microtubules in the metaphase spindle of cultured human cells. This localization, coupled with reports that this class of kinesin protein possesses two (or more) microtubule binding sites ([Meluh and Rose 1990](#MeluhandRose1990){ref-type="bib"}; [Chandra et al. 1993](#Chandraetal1993){ref-type="bib"}; [Kuriyama et al. 1995](#Kuriyamaetal1995){ref-type="bib"}; [Karabay and Walker 1999](#KarabayandWalker1999){ref-type="bib"}), is capable of generating extensive parallel microtubule bundles when expressed in Sf9 cells ([Sharp et al. 1997](#Sharpetal1997){ref-type="bib"}), and induces microtubule bundles in *Xenopus* egg extracts ([Walczak et al. 1997](#Walczaketal1997){ref-type="bib"}), indicates that HSET most likely participates in spindle assembly and function by promoting microtubule bundling through a cross-linking function.

What role does microtubule cross-linking by HSET play during spindle assembly? HSET is a member of the kinesin-related proteins that possess minus end-directed motor activity. Coupling this motor activity to microtubule cross-linking activity generates a molecule with the potential to slide one microtubule relative to another. As proposed previously ([Verde et al. 1991](#Verdeetal1991){ref-type="bib"}), molecules that combine such unidirectional microtubule motor and cross-linking activities have the potential to promote specific microtubule end convergence, and given that HSET is a minus end-directed motor, it would foster microtubule minus end convergence. During spindle assembly, this activity would participate in focusing microtubule minus ends at the poles, a view supported by the fact that spindle poles are poorly organized when HSET (or its homologues) are perturbed (this report; [Kimble and Church 1983](#KimbleandChurch1983){ref-type="bib"}; [Hatsumi and Endow 1992a](#HatsumiandEndow1992a){ref-type="bib"},[Hatsumi and Endow 1992b](#HatsumiandEndow1992b){ref-type="bib"}; [Endow et al. 1994](#Endowetal1994){ref-type="bib"}; [Endow and Komma 1996](#EndowandKomma1996){ref-type="bib"}, [Endow and Komma 1997](#EndowandKomma1997){ref-type="bib"}; [Matthies et al. 1996](#Matthiesetal1996){ref-type="bib"}; [Walczak et al. 1997](#Walczaketal1997){ref-type="bib"}). This function for HSET would overlap that of cytoplasmic dynein, which also promotes microtubule minus end focusing at spindle poles ([Gaglio et al. 1996](#Gaglioetal1996){ref-type="bib"}; [Heald et al. 1996](#Healdetal1996){ref-type="bib"}; [Merdes et al. 1996](#Merdesetal1996){ref-type="bib"}). The work presented here, along with results from frog egg extracts ([Walczak et al. 1998](#Walczaketal1998){ref-type="bib"}), show that both of these minus end-directed motors participate in focusing microtubule minus ends. However, this function for HSET is only essential to spindles (or microtubule asters) assembled under acentrosomal conditions. Evidence presented here indicates that centrosomes compensate for HSET, rendering it nonessential for mitotic spindle assembly in cultured cells. This distinction in whether HSET activity is essential depending on the presence or absence of centrosomes is similar to the observation that flies carrying mutant ncd alleles show more severe spindle defects during female meiosis, compared with mitosis ([Kimble and Church 1983](#KimbleandChurch1983){ref-type="bib"}; [Hatsumi and Endow 1992a](#HatsumiandEndow1992a){ref-type="bib"},[Hatsumi and Endow 1992b](#HatsumiandEndow1992b){ref-type="bib"}; [Endow et al. 1994](#Endowetal1994){ref-type="bib"}; [Matthies et al. 1996](#Matthiesetal1996){ref-type="bib"}; [Endow and Komma 1996](#EndowandKomma1996){ref-type="bib"}, [Endow and Komma 1997](#EndowandKomma1997){ref-type="bib"}).

HSET and Eg5 Act Antagonistically in Animal Cells
-------------------------------------------------

We report here that the minus end-directed activity of HSET opposes the plus end-directed activity of Eg5 during microtubule aster assembly in vitro, and centrosome separation and spindle assembly in vivo. This antagonistic relationship is analogous to that seen for members of the KAR3 and bimC families of kinesin-related proteins in budding yeast ([Saunders and Hoyt 1992](#SaundersandHoyt1992){ref-type="bib"}; [Saunders et al. 1997](#Saundersetal1997){ref-type="bib"}), fission yeast ([Pidoux et al. 1996](#Pidouxetal1996){ref-type="bib"}), filamentous fungi ([O\'Connell et al. 1993](#OConnelletal1993){ref-type="bib"}), and *Drosophila* ([Sharp et al. 1999b](#Sharpetal1999b){ref-type="bib"}). Our work represents the first demonstration of such an antagonistic relationship between these classes of kinesin-related protein in a mammalian system.

In cultured cells, frog egg extracts, *Drosophila* embryos, and fungi, centrosomes (spindle pole bodies) do not separate in the absence of bimC motor activity, and monopolar spindles result ([Saunders and Hoyt 1992](#SaundersandHoyt1992){ref-type="bib"}; [Sawin et al. 1992](#Sawinetal1992){ref-type="bib"}; [Heck et al. 1993](#Hecketal1993){ref-type="bib"}; [O\'Connell et al. 1993](#OConnelletal1993){ref-type="bib"}; [Blangy et al. 1995](#Blangyetal1995){ref-type="bib"}; [Gaglio et al. 1996](#Gaglioetal1996){ref-type="bib"}; [Pidoux et al. 1996](#Pidouxetal1996){ref-type="bib"}; [Saunders et al. 1997](#Saundersetal1997){ref-type="bib"}; [Sharp et al. 1999a](#Sharpetal1999a){ref-type="bib"},[Sharp et al. 1999b](#Sharpetal1999b){ref-type="bib"}). In each of these experimental systems tested so far, the failure in centrosome separation in the absence of the bimC motor can be relieved by simultaneously perturbing the function of the KAR3 motor (this report; [Saunders and Hoyt 1992](#SaundersandHoyt1992){ref-type="bib"}; [O\'Connell et al. 1993](#OConnelletal1993){ref-type="bib"}; [Pidoux et al. 1996](#Pidouxetal1996){ref-type="bib"}; [Saunders et al. 1997](#Saundersetal1997){ref-type="bib"}; [Sharp et al. 1999b](#Sharpetal1999b){ref-type="bib"}). As originally proposed by [Saunders and Hoyt 1992](#SaundersandHoyt1992){ref-type="bib"}, a likely explanation for how these oppositely oriented motor activities establish and/or maintain centrosome (spindle pole body) separation involves the cross-linking of antiparallel microtubules projecting from each centrosome (spindle pole body). Sliding of these cross-linked antiparallel microtubules relative to each other by the plus end-directed motor (bimC) would push centrosomes apart, while the minus end-directed motor (KAR3) would draw the two centrosomes toward each other. When these two forces become unbalanced in the absence of plus end-directed motor activity, centrosome separation fails, due to the uncontested inward force generated by the minus end-directed motor. Centrosome separation can be restored in the absence of plus end-directed motor activity by reestablishing a balance to the forces acting on centrosomes (spindle pole bodies) by eliminating the activity of the minus end-directed motor.

While this model fits much of the experimental data, there are features of centrosome separation in animal cells that are not fully consistent with such a hypothesis (see [Ault and Rieder 1994](#AultandRieder1994){ref-type="bib"}). First, [Sharp et al. 1999a](#Sharpetal1999a){ref-type="bib"} have found that centrosomes separate during prophase in *Drosophila* embryos before the release of KLP61F (Eg5) from the nuclear compartment. Furthermore, they reported that when KLP61F activity is perturbed by antibody microinjection, centrosomes separate efficiently during prophase, but subsequently collapse upon each other during later stages of mitosis, leading to the characteristic monopolar spindles ([Sharp et al. 1999b](#Sharpetal1999b){ref-type="bib"}). This suggests that the process of centrosome separation in *Drosophila* embryos, and perhaps animal cells, might have two distinct phases, an initial separation phase and a subsequent maintenance phase. These data also suggest that KLP61F is critical for the maintenance phase of centrosome separation, but not essential for the initial separation phase (we note, however, that [Whitehead and Rattner 1998](#WhiteheadandRattner1998){ref-type="bib"} express the opposite view). The initial phase of centrosome separation may be driven by means involving other motor molecules that have been implicated in this process ([Vaisberg et al. 1993](#Vaisbergetal1993){ref-type="bib"}; [Boleti et al. 1996](#Boletietal1996){ref-type="bib"}).

Another striking difference between centrosome separation in fungal and animal systems was identified by [Waters et al. 1993](#Watersetal1993){ref-type="bib"}. They showed that the forces acting to separate the mitotic asters in cultured cells are intrinsic to each aster, and that each aster moved independently from the other. This data contradicts the idea that the cross-linking and subsequent sliding of antiparallel microtubules projecting from the two centrosomes is involved in separating centrosomes in these cells. Here, we suggest an alternative viewpoint for the maintenance phase of centrosome separation which involves forces that motors, principally Eg5 and HSET, could exert along microtubules that are oriented parallel to one another within the spindle, and would therefore be contained within each centrosomal aster (half spindle). For example, Eg5 could associate with kinetochore fibers where microtubules have parallel orientations. Most microtubules in kinetochore fibers have their plus and minus ends anchored at the kinetochores and spindle poles, respectively. Other microtubules within these fibers, however, are not anchored to kinetochores, spindle poles, or both ([Rieder 1982](#Rieder1982){ref-type="bib"}; [McDonald et al. 1992](#McDonaldetal1992){ref-type="bib"}). The cross-linking and plus end-directed activities of Eg5 could generate a net poleward movement on the subset of unanchored microtubules within kinetochore fibers. This microtubule sliding would exert a force on the centrosome away from the chromosome, and consequently, away from the other centrosome. HSET would antagonize the activity of Eg5 in this context through an analogous mechanism using its minus end-directed activity. Whether HSET exerts a poleward (as for spindle pole organization discussed previously) or away from the pole force on unanchored microtubules within the spindle would depend on the orientation with which this asymmetric motor molecule cross-links microtubules (this class of kinesin-related protein exists as homodimers with both motor domains and ATP-insensitive microtubule binding domains located at opposite ends of the molecule; [Chandra et al. 1993](#Chandraetal1993){ref-type="bib"}). The idea that these two motors act on parallel microtubules, while counter to prevalent models, is supported by the localization of subsets of both HSET (this report) and Eg5 (our unpublished data; [Sharp et al. 1999a](#Sharpetal1999a){ref-type="bib"}) in the main body of each half spindle among microtubules with parallel orientations. In the end, the cross-linking and oppositely oriented motor activities of these two kinesin-related proteins may act to maintain centrosome separation in animal cells using mechanisms that involve forces generated on microtubules with both parallel and antiparallel orientations.
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Immunogold Localization Shows that HSET Predominately Associates between Microtubules in the Metaphase Mitotic Spindle of CF-PAC1 Cells

  Location                 Gold Particles (% total)
  ------------------------ --------------------------
                           n
  Between microtubules     376 (48.96)
  Microtubule side wall    260 (33.85)
  Astral microtubules      67 (8.72)
  Not spindle-associated   65 (8.46)

###### 

Centrosome Separation Can Occur When the Activities of HSET and Eg5 Are Inhibited Simultaneously In Vivo by Antibody Microinjection

                   Centrosome (% total injected population)                
  ---------------- ------------------------------------------ ------------ ------------
                   n                                          n            n
  αEg5             99 (75.6)                                  25 (19.1)    7 (5.3)
  αEg5 and αHSET   41 (31.8)                                  66 (51.16)   22 (17.05)

![HSET is expressed as two isoforms in HeLa cells. Total HeLa cell protein was separated by SDS-PAGE and then was blotted with the HSET-specific antibody (αHSET-1) or a COOH-terminal peptide antibody (αCTP-2; [Walczak et al. 1997](#Walczaketal1997){ref-type="bib"}). The two isoforms of HSET detected by αHSET-1 are designated HSET-H and HSET-L. Migration positions of myosin (200), β-galactosidase (116), phosphorylase B (97), and albumin (66) are shown in kD.](JCB9906135.f1){#F1}

![HSET predominately localizes between parallel microtubules in the mitotic spindle of human CF-PAC-1 cells. Cultured CF-PAC-1 cells were fixed and processed for immunogold EM as described in Materials and Methods. A, Low magnification image of a cell processed for EM under these conditions. Bar, 1 μm. B--D, High magnification images showing typical HSET localization between microtubules within the spindle. Frequently, HSET localized to microtubules that terminated within a mass of chromatin (B and C; black star) or within a kinetochore (D; arrow). Arrowhead in D indicates a gold particle. Bars, 0.1 μm. E, Sections through the half spindle of four independent cells were divided into 1-μm regions perpendicular to the long axis of the spindle, with the first region (1 μm) spanning the centrosome and the last region (6 μm) close to the chromosomes. The total number of microtubules and gold particles (generated by immunolabeling for HSET) were counted in each section. The total values were averaged over the number of sections, and the average number of gold particles and microtubules plotted as a function of the region of the spindle.](JCB9906135.f2){#F2}

###### 

HSET is essential for microtubule organization in metaphase II spindles in mouse oocytes. Mouse oocytes at the germinal vesicle stage were either mock injected (A), injected with antibodies specific for HSET (Β and C), or injected with antibodies specific for Eg5 (D). Injected oocytes were then matured in vitro until metaphase I (7 h; B) or until metaphase II arrest (16 h; A, C, and D). Oocytes were processed for indirect immunofluorescence using antibodies specific for tubulin (red), DNA (blue), and either Eg5 (A) or the injected antibody (B--D; green). Arrows indicate cytoplasmic asters; arrowheads indicate foci of HSET antigen; and the first polar bodies are marked when discernible (1^st^PB). E, Percentage of microinjected oocytes that mature to metaphase II arrest after 16 h of maturation in vitro postinjection. Oocytes were either mock injected, injected with antibodies specific for Eg5 antibody, or injected with antibodies specific for HSET, as indicated. Bar, 10 μm.
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![HSET is required for the assembly of taxol-induced asters in cultured CF-PAC1 cells. Cultured CF-PAC1 cells were microinjected with either a preimmune antibody (control) or the HSET-specific antibody (HSET) and then treated with 10 μM taxol to induce the assembly of cytoplasmic microtubule asters. The injected cells were monitored by phase-contrast microscopy until they entered mitosis and then analyzed by indirect immunofluorescence microscopy using antibodies specific for tubulin (αTubulin), NuMA (αNuMA), and the DNA-specific dye DAPI, as indicated. Bar, 10 μm.](JCB9906135.f4){#F4}

![HSET is required for the formation and maintenance of microtubule asters in a cell free mitotic extract. Either the HSET-specific antibody (+αHSET-1; B and D) or a preimmune antibody (+Preimmune; A and C) were added to the mitotic extract either before (PRE) or after (POST) the formation of microtubule asters. The resulting structures were analyzed by indirect immunofluorescence microscopy using antibodies specific for tubulin and NuMA as indicated. E, These extracts were also separated into 10,000 *g* soluble (S) and insoluble (P) fractions and subjected to immunoblot analysis using antibodies specific for NuMA, dynactin, Eg5, cytoplasmic dynein, HSET, and tubulin as indicated. Bar, 10 μm.](JCB9906135.f5){#F5}

![HSET, Eg5, and cytoplasmic dynein are required for the formation of microtubule asters in a cell free mitotic extract. Specific antibodies were used to immunodeplete either Eg5 (ΔEg5; C and D), cytoplasmic dynein (ΔDynein; E and F), or both Eg5 and cytoplasmic dynein (ΔEg5/ΔDynein; G and H) from a HeLa cell mitotic extract. Untreated extracts (A and B) or the depleted extracts were then supplemented with preimmune antibodies (control) or HSET-specific antibodies (+HSET Ab). The formation of microtubule asters was stimulated by the addition of taxol, ATP, and by incubation at 31°C. The resulting structures were analyzed by indirect immunofluorescence using antibodies specific for tubulin and NuMA, as indicated. I, Eg5-, Dynein-, and Eg5/Dynein-depleted mitotic extracts supplemented with preimmune or HSET-specific antibodies were separated into 10,000 *g* soluble (S) and insoluble (P) components and the immune pellet fraction (P~Ab~), and were subjected to immunoblot analyses using antibodies specific for Eg5, cytoplasmic dynein, and HSET, as indicated. Bar, 10 μm.](JCB9906135.f6){#F6}

![Microtubule aster forming capacity of mitotic extracts depleted of various components. The average number of microtubule asters in 20 randomly selected microscope fields (400×) from three separate experiments is shown and each is normalized to 100% using the control extract.](JCB9906135.f7){#F7}

![HSET antagonizes the plus end-directed activity of Eg5 during centrosome separation in vivo. Cultured CF-PAC1 cells were injected with antibodies specific for Eg5 (αEg5) or simultaneously with two antibodies, one specific for HSET and the other specific for Eg5 (αEg5/αHSET). Cells were monitored by phase-contrast microscopy until they entered mitosis, after which they were fixed and processed for indirect immunofluorescence using antibodies specific for γ-tubulin, the injected antibody/antibodies, and with the DNA-specific dye DAPI, as indicated. Arrows indicate separated centrosomes observed in double injected cells. Bar, 10 μm.](JCB9906135.f8){#F8}
